Abstract-The winding of composite superconducting wire around a mandrel is one of the first stages of manufacturing processes of a superconducting magnet. Depending on the method of mechanical support conditions during winding, the strain development at the final stage in a superconducting magnet may vary significantly. Therefore, proper selection of the winding process is important to increase the feasibility for a conduction cooled full body MRI magnet based on magnesium diboride (MgB 2 ), a strain sensitive high-temperature superconductor. A multiscale multiphysics finite element analysis) model of an 18 filament MgB 2 wire is developed for strain estimation. The computationally homogenized representative volume element of the composite wire is used in the coil bundle in place of the actual MgB 2 wire. The simulation considers winding, thermal cool-down and electromagnetic charging to estimate total strain developed at the final step-electromagnetic charging. Four different types of support conditions are studied and strain development is reported. Results suggest that a combination of radial and axial support at the inner radial surface and outermost axial surfaces of the mandrel, respectively, is the most favorable winding condition with a minimum strain development of 0.021%, which is half in comparison to no mandrel support.
I. INTRODUCTION

H
IGH temperature superconductors such as MgB 2 show promise for conduction cooled magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machines, operating at temperatures higher than the boiling point of liquid helium (LHe). However, a conductively cooled full body MRI magnet is yet to be devised. Previously, optimized electromagnetic design of 1.5 T and 3.0 T conduction cooled MgB 2 magnet has been presented by Baig et al. [1] . Nevertheless, mechanical design aspects addressing the strain sensitivity of MgB 2 remain a major concern as experimental testing of composite wire confirms the operating limitation beyond strain values of −0.6% to 0.4% [2] - [5] , a value much lower in comparison to Nb-Ti strain limit of 1% [6] . Such a narrow design limit prompts a careful computational analysis preceding the actual manufacturing process. Unfortunately, straight forward finite element analysis (FEA) or any other computational approach requires the material properties of the composite superconducting wire, which in most cases are unavailable because of the extensive experimentation needed to attain them. However, with the help of multiscale modeling and the use of available basic material property data of the constituent composite wire, it is possible to approximate the material behavior of a representative volume element (RVE) of a composite wire. Stepping up from the wire length scale to the bundle length scale allows one to analyze the full MRI magnet system for strain development. The analysis of the manufacturing and electromagnetic operation utilizing the RVE properties, requires the interaction between several different fields of physics-elasticity and electromagnetics. Hence, the problem turns into multiscale-multiphysics where different physics fields interact with each other at different length scales. The mechanical support conditions during winding have been studied before [7] for NbTi based magnet. It is shown that the floating coil technique [8] helps in reducing the possibility of a quench [9] by eliminating local conductor motion and thus reducing shear stresses [7] , [10] . Similar studies are necessary for the system in consideration to check the feasibility of a full body 1.5 T magnet system due to the high strain sensitivity of MgB 2 . However, conduction cooling system restricts the use of floating coil technique as the technique would degrade conduction performance. The proposed system has been optimized for MgB 2 wire according to methods detailed by Baig et al. [1] and summarized in prior articles [11] , [12] . Quench propagation system was analyzed by Poole et al. [11] and protection systems was studied by Deissler et al. [13] in previous studies. Strain development in MgB 2 for the system has been considered in prior work [14] . However, computational study regarding various winding processes would help the manufacturer choose among the most favorable winding techniquesallowing more room for a quench protection system regarding failure stress and strains, and would eventually result in a much robust design. Therefore, to analyze the effect of mechanical support conditions in this study, a 1.5 T full body MRI magnet system is considered and studied using a multiscale multiphysics approach based on FEA in ANSYS.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. 1.5 T Magnet system
Methods to optimize an MgB 2 based conduction cooled MRI coil system has been elaborated in prior work [1] . Following these techniques, a ten coil system has been designed. Table I contains dimensions for five of the bundles from the symmetric ten coil system and Fig. 1 shows the location of these bundles. Bundle 5 is the shield coil that helps in confining the stray field between the 5 gauss line, the volume beyond which the magnetic field must be less than 5 gauss. The field inside the diameter spherical volume (DSV) is uniform on the order of 10 ppm. Each bundle is wound around a 10 mm thick mandrel with 10 mm thick sides made of Stainless Steel 316L.
B. Modeling of the Composite Wire and Magnet System
The wire in consideration is an 18 filament MgB 2 wire shown in Fig. 2 . The CAD model of the wire is prepared in the 3D modeling software Creo Parametric. One quarter of the model is then imported into ANSYS, meshed accordingly with brick element SOLID 186. Suitable material properties are then assigned to the specified volume. A summary of the material properties are listed in Table II . Methods to numerically homogenize the composite wire are elaborated by Barbero [24] and have been previously employed by Boso [25] , [26] and Amin [12] for composite superconducting wire. A similar approach is taken to numerically homogenize both the elastic properties and thermal expansion coefficient properties of the composite wire and are summarized on Table III . These properties are used in the FEA model to compute the stress and strain development during winding, cool-down and electromagnetic charging. 
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C. Support Conditions
At the time of winding-four different types of support on the mandrel can be used. No mandrel support during winding allows the mandrel to deform inwardly due to the applied pretension on the wire (Case I). Only the radial support at the inner radial location of the mandrel restricts all inward deformation of the mandrel (Case II: radial displacement, u r = 0). The combination of radial support and axial support restricts the deformation of the mandrel in both the radial and axial directions (Case III: radial displacement, u r = axial displacement, u z = 0). Only the axial support at the two extreme axial location of the mandrel restricts any axial deformation of the mandrel but allows any deformation inward in the radial location (Case IV: axial displacement, u z = 0). After the winding is complete, all the supports are removed and the coil is thermally cooled down to 10 K and electromagnetically charged to a 1.5 T magnetic field.
III. RESULTS
A. Stress and Strain Results for Winding Cool-Down and Excitation
The entire magnet system is solved utilizing a multiscale multiphysics FEA method as detailed in a prior article [12] . The principal strains represent a composite failure criteria more accurately [27] rather than the von Mises criteria and should be the primary concern. Also, the composite MgB 2 superconducting wire fails at 0.4% tensile strain under uniaxial tensile loading as demonstrated experimentally [2] - [5] . Hence, Fig. 3 shows the 1 st principal strain development in all of the five bundles after the winding is complete. There was no mandrel support in the radial direction for this case. From this figure, maximum strain development is observed in bundle 5 (shield coil). Therefore, considering only bundle 5 would be enough to picture the overall scenario of maximum strain development. The coil bundles undergo different processes-winding, cool-down and electromagnetic charging (excitation) and accumulates strain throughout these processes. Fig. 4 shows tangential (hoop) strain development on bundle 5. Tangential strain is plotted in this case because this strain helps to understand the strain change with ease across different processes: winding, cool-down and electromagnetic charging. Form the figure, it is observed that the bundles are under tensile strain. As the system is cooled down to 10 K operating temperature, the strain drops and part of the bundle is now under compressive strain. After excitation, the strain in the bundle increases and becomes tensile but stays well below engineering design strain limit of 0.2% (half of the 0.4% irreversible strain). During winding, if the floating coil technique is employed, the mandrel and coil bundle stay free of each other. Implementation of this winding technology facilitates the free movement of the bundle when the magnet is excited. However, conduction-cooled magnet would experience degradation in heat transfer and affect the cooling system attributed to decreased contact conductance if floating coil technique is employed. Hence, the mandrel and bundles are attached to each other in this case. Maximum shear stress along the mid-plane from inner to outer radial locations is plotted in Fig. 5 to understand the failure in the CTD 101k. A maximum shear stress of 28 MPa is observed at the outer surface of the bundle. The shear strength of CTD 101k at 4 K is 232 MPa [28] . The developed shear stress is well within the range of the failure strength of CTD 101k and hence indicates a safe operation of the magnet system.
B. Stress and Strains for Different Support Conditions
Four different boundary conditions has been employed during the winding process and subsequently removed prior to the cooldown and electromagnetic charging. The boundary conditions are described previously in the section 'Support conditions' and the 1 st principal strain development after electromagnetic charging is plotted in Fig. 6 . In case of no radial support on the mandrel, the mandrel and bundle both are allowed to deform inwardly due to the applied compressive stress by the pretension (31.14 MPa) [12] on the wire. This inward deformation assists in stress relaxation in the tangential direction and helps reduce the tensile stress in the lower layers at the time of winding as shown in Fig 4. The tangential stresses are the most dominant stress components, and constitutes the majority of the 1 st principal strain. Therefore, the 1 st principal strain closely follows the trend of tangential strain. For case IV, the mandrel is supported in the axial direction. Hence, the 1 st principal strain is similar to case I. However, when case II and case III are employed, the deformation of the mandrel is restricted in the inward radial direction. This restriction allows the tangential stress to stay almost constant through the bundle along the radial direction. During cooldown, the stresses reduce as the mandrel shrinks more in comparison to the bundle. This shrinkage allows extra space for the bundle to relax as the strain developed. As a result, from Fig. 7 , it is observed that the strain values drop after cooldown process. When the bundles are charged with the excitation current, they expand radially outward due to the Lorentz force. Again, as the inner surface of the mandrel is supported with constraints, most stress development occurs in the mandrel. As a result, higher strain development is observed in the mandrel while strain in the bundle is comparatively smaller. In a similar fashion, when case III is used, strain development is maximum in the mandrel while strains in the bundle stays low with a decreasing trend.
From Fig. 6 when different boundary conditions are compared for the strain development, it appears that supporting the mandrel with radial support with axial support (Case III) is the most beneficial in terms of keeping the strains low. It is observed that not only the strain development is low but also the variation of the strain is narrow which is around 0.001% with a maximum strain occurring at the bundle-mandrel interface of 0.0207% to the outer most radial location of 0.0197%. This uniform strain development introduces a stabilization factor to the design that would help during quench induced strain due to hot spot.
Along with the strain development in the bundle, CTD 101k cracking is another major concern to design the magnet [9] . In order to check the integrity of the magnet bundle, maximum shear stress is also plotted for different support conditions. Again from Fig. 8 it is clear that the shear stress is smaller in the bundle (∼13 MPa) when support condition II or III is employed. This is about 12 MPa lower than support condition I and IV. Hence, it is suggested that the use of radial support along with axial support during wire winding minimizes the strain and shear stress development.
IV. CONCLUSION
Four different types of support conditions are investigated using the multiscale multiphysics FEA method to study the effect of strain and shear stress development on the coil bundles. In order to maintain a low strain and shear stress, supporting the mandrel radially along with axial support on the axial locations of the mandrel is beneficial over no radial support when a stainless steel mandrel is used for an 18 filament MgB 2 composite superconducting wire. 
